
8.0 FORMATION
General Rule
The word formation is a broad term used to describe either the physical deployment, or morale status of a given

unit at a given time. The formation of a unit may be changed either voluntarily or involuntarily at different times

during the game. The repertoire of different formations which a unit may adopt varies with the unit's type, strength,

morale standing, morale class, national characteristics, and tabletop terrain. The formation adopted by a unit may

effect the unit's Facing, Movement and Combative capabilities.

[8.10] How a Unit's Formation May be Changed

[8.11] During the Facing/Formation Phase, the Phasing Player may alter the formation of any unit he controls
(exception 8. 14). The process of changing a unit's facing or formation during the Facing/Formation Phase is not

considered Movement and no Movement reduction is applied.

18.121 A unit may change both the facing or formation during the Facing/Formation Phase. The action of changing

the formation into another formation may, in some types of formation, change the facing at the same time. For

example, A unit in line changes into a square formation.

t8.131 A Player may never voluntarily change a unit's formation except during the Facing/Formation Phase.

[8.14] There are two involuntary formation which reflect a unit's morale status; Morale Disordered and Routed.

Unit's suffering a Morale Disordered status may change formation but units under Routed morale status cannot

change formation.

[8. 15] Units which successfully rally remain in the same column formation with one figure reversed to symbolize

the morale disordered stafus. This action occurs during the Rally Phase of the Phasing Player.

18.161 A unit may be forced to adopt involuntary formation changes at any time as a result of shock combat, a

Morale check, or the terrain the unit occupies or moves through during any Phase.

t8.171 A unit may be fired upon if it attempts to change its formation within a Minimum Range Fire Zone (see

1 1.81). The Phasing Player must announce to his opponent player these opportunity firings. Thus, the firing is called

"opportunity fire".

[8.20] Infantry Formations
There are four different voluntary infantry formations; column, line, square and skirmish (open) order. Although

infantry units are governed by general restrictions of 8.00, 8.10, 8.50 and 8.60, additional restrictions which are

only applicable to infantry formations are fully detailed in 9.00.

[8.30] Cavalry Formations
There are three different voluntary cavalry formations; column, line and skirmish (open) order.

[8.31] Each individual cavalry regiment forms a column formation by placing atleast a greater amount of figures

behind the number of figures representing the front rank of the unit. See examples xx.xx.

tS.32l A cavalry unit in^column receives a *1 shock combat differentialbenefit. No movement range or morale

benefit is given. PG"C^-

t8.331 A cavalry unit which has atleast one figure behind the front rank of figures but insufficientor equal number

of figures to equal the front rank is considered a massed target for firepower but receives no shock combat column

differential benefit.

t8.341 A cavalry unit formed with all the figures in a single rank is considered to be in line formation. All firing

directed at the cavalry regiment uses the linear target line unless another friendly unit is within 1" of the rear base

edge or enfladed fire 7 .54.

18.351 All medium, light and irregular weight rated cavalry units can dismount all the figures and fight on foot. A

minus1(-1)CMRadjustment isappl iedforal lmoralechecksand.t .
Gavalep. Medium cavalry (ie.. dragoons) have no CMR reduction if dismounted. Dismounted cavalry can adopt all ^
infantry formations except square. -11^e-1 s'*14,q,{ - \ cra^R rw :tloclc *u',r.^h*sf $o. t r" l*'rf r*qYS

t8.361 All light, irregular and some medium cavalry units can use the skirmish (open) order formation. See 9.30

below to describe the special morale, movement and formation/figure placement rules.

[8.37] Cavalry units under RESERVE or MARCH order can only adopt a column formation. No skirmish (open)

order or linear formations allowed.



[8.40] Artillery Formations
General Rule:
There are two voluntary artillery formations: limbered and unlimbered. In addition, there are four artillery weight
types which determines the movement capabilities of the artillery. Train units can only remain limbered.

[8.41] Artillery is categorized into four classifications:

a. Field artillery: The common form of artillery with cannon of 31b to 9lb shot weight and all field
rocket batteries. Generally these artillery batteries freely deployed to engage enemy targets and able
to keep up with the infantry formations.

b. Positional artillery: A1l artillerybetween 12lb and 16lb in shot weight and the older artillerycannon
with heavy carriages. All oxen (bullock) drawn artillery. In addition, under national characteristics

les, the limited use or redeployment of artillery (fixed positioning at start of battle) is reflected
bynamingthel ightershotweightart i l leryasposi t ione

-*ei*ati+1ory.
c. Horse artillery: Horse artillery represents the crews being mounted on the artillery itself or horses.

Some horse artillery batteries move slower than others per the national characteristics rules.
d. Siege artillery: All cannon with shot weight of 18lb or larger, siege rockets and all siege mortars.

[8.42] Field and Horse artillery may limber during the Facing/Formation Phase then may unlimber during either
the Facing/Formation Phase (pivoting the battery facing) or during the Movement Phase. There is no cost in
movement to change formation or facing during the Facing/Formation Phase, but in order to unlimber during the
Movement Phase, the artillery unit must expend 2" of movement range over and above any terrain or other
movement restrictions to the movement range.

[8.43] Positional artillery can only limber up or unlimber in position during the Facing/Formation part of the

Movement Phase. Positional artillery cannot limber up, move and then use the 2" cost to unlimber like a field

battery. Siege artillery moves like positional artillery but requires an entire stationary turn to unlimber or limber

the battery.

[8.44] Each time an artillery unit changes formation, it is also permitted a free change of Facing at no additional
Movement range cost. Artillery may change facing by pivoting. The battery must remain in the same location.

Pivoting doesn't require the battery to limber up but does trigger possible opportunity firepower by enemy units if

within their Minimum Fire Zone. Siege artillery may pivot in place to change facing.

[8.45] An artillery batIery in limbered formation may move but not fire. An artillery unit in unlimbered formation
may fire but may not move. An artillery battery in either limbered or unlimbered formation may change Facing
during the Facing/Formation Phase. An artillery battery may not move, fire, or change Facing or Formation unless
properly crewed with atleast 1 crew figure. Morale Disordered crews can perform all movement and firing tasks.

[8.46] The crew of a artillery battery is represented by crew figures separate from the battery base. Artillery

batteries with 1 to 9 cannon have one crew figure. Artillery batteries with i0+ cannon have 2 crew figures per

base. All siege batteries have a extra crew figure per battery base.

[8.47] An artillery Crew may be disordered or routed. An artillery battery base may never be routed. An artillery
battery is automatically disordered under any of the following conditions:

a. Whenever the crew is disordered from a morale check.
b. The battery is moving in strategic march mode.
c. The battery is within a disordered square formation with other infantry units.
d. The artillery battery is limbered under a RESERVE order.

1
[8.48] Whenever an artillery battery attempts to travel "over" a linear wall or similar terrain feature, the artillery
battery must end the Movement Phase in a limbered formation. This rule assumes the battery moved thru a narrow
gate or passage in the wall and deployed on the other side of the wall and didn't have time to unlimber from the
time consuming delay of the narrow passage.

[8.491 All train units are considered as artillery units but must remain in a limbered formation. These units include:
Corp/Wing level ammo supply trains, Army level ammo trains, artillery Parks, pontoon train, baggage trains, wagon
forts and wagon trains.



[8.50] Involuntary Formations
[8.51] Morale Disorder and Rout are involuntary formations which reflect a unit's physical disorganization or
temporary state of Morale at a given time during the game.
[8.52] When a unit becomes Morale Disordered place one figure of the unit in a reversed facing to all the other
figures. A Routed unit is denoted by stacking the base edges atop one another and in column formation.
[8.53] A unit's voluntary formation is superseded by an involuntary formation which the unit is forced to adopt.
For example, when an infantry unit in square formation becomes disordered, the unit immediately becomes a
disordered formation and is no longer considered a square formation even though the figures still look like they are
in a "square".
[8.54] Infantry square formation automatically assume the morale status of the unit testing morale (for the entire
square) if that unit fails the morale check (see Morale rules 15.22)
[8.55] All infantry skirmish (open) order formations are assumed to be in a special Morale Disordered status (see
Morale rules 15.23 and 15.24\

[8.60] Road Movement Formations
[8.61] Road mode strategic movement requires the unit to change into and maintain a nirrow figure frontage. The
strategic road mode maximum figure frontage is 2 infantry or 1 cavalry figure. Artillery batteries, train and
Headquarter bases require a double base length of road space.
[8.62] All commands using road mode are placed into strategic morale disorder. Till the command changes into
battle mode by remaining stationary for one entire Movement Phase, the command is considered to be in morale
disorder for morale checks and possible routing.
[8.63] The entire movement of the unit must be along the road or pathway to use road movement rates. If the
command or unit leaves the road or pathway, then only normal strategic movement rate can be used.
[8.64] Part of a command may elect to used road mode and the balance use normal strategic mode movement.
[8.65] The leading units can leave the road net and march along side the road while unit in the rear of the column
advance using the road mode rate to bring the command together prior to changing the command into battle mode.

[8.70] Formed and Unformed units
[8.71] All infantry formations except skirmisher (open) order formations are considered formed units. These unit
are classified as Close Order formations. Thus, an infantry unit in line, column, square, special national
characteristics formation either in good order or Morale Disordered is considered a formed unit. Infantry units in
a skirmisher (open) order formation are considered unformed.
[8.72] All Cavalry formations except skirmisher (open) order formations are considered formed units. These units
are classified as Close Order formations. Thus, an Cavalry unit in line, column, special national characteristics
formation either in good order or Morale Disordered is considered a formed unit. Cavalry units in a skirmisher
(open) order formation are considered unformed.
[8.73] Artillery batteries and train units manned by a crew figure(s) are considered formed units for Morale and
Minimum Fire Zones but unforr,{€! fo6 Movement. Artillery crew separated from their battery or train are
consideredunformed";4gi ts. '  
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[8.74] Headquarter bdses'hre treated as artillery units.


